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ABSTRACT

New Zealand is one of 44 nations that are a part of the UNHCR trea-
ty, that looks to give 1000 Refugees a new life each year. In this new 
life, however, Refugees are in displacement and struggle to integrate 
into society. Our country has made means to provide basic facilities 
and skills for communication, yet these skills are taught in an isolated 
area away from the public.

This proposal aims to integrate Refugees by extracting their needs 
while in the resettlement process. It will explore further interventions 
that will help Refugees integrate by gaining confidence and stabili-
ty. Current refugee resettlement processes will be reviewed to gain 
information on where this problem stems. We investigate examples of 
current refugee typologies, that will help to create an understanding 
of architecture that either restricts or achieves integration and to work 
towards it.

The site of Mangere-East is proposed as it includes the existing Man-
gere Refugee Resettlement Centre. The site is close to the centre, and 
the surrounding area has a multicultural population which helps the 
idea of resettling a multicultural group such as Refugees.
Refugee architecture globally is only limited to temporary spaces 
in forms of shelters and housing. These spaces have minimal func-
tions that strip Refugees to bare life. Refugees require integration to 
acquire an income that can support their families during the resettling 
process. Lack of integration and support causes Refugees to develop 
psychological issues which develop from displacement and isolation. 

It further discourages them to live a happy and healthy life.

The end result of this project hopes to bring a space where Refugees 
and the local community can work together. The objective is to aid 
Refugees to gain a sense of belonging and acceptance while also 
serving alongside the wider community of Mangere-East. The two 
groups will view each other as equal contributors to society, leading 
to acceptance. Architecture should not be restricting but rather pro-
viding and equal to every group.
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Background

INTRODUCTION

This research aims to look into methods of architecture that can 
integrate Refugees into the Mangere-East community. Mangere-East 
is home to the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre, the reception 
centre for Refugees arriving in New Zealand.

Refugees are individuals that are forced to escape from their home 
country due to extreme cases of violence, political tension or persecu-
tion. Persecution may have resulted through differences in race, reli-
gion, nationality and often politics. The UN Refugee Agency reports 
that a high-level of displacement in Refugees is caused by personal 
distinguishes such as race and religion followed by War.1

New Zealand has been accepting Refugees before the UN multilateral 
treaty, before 1951 and since has been one of the 26 countries apart 
of the UN treaty. In 2018, the government announced an increase to 
the refugee quota to 1000 from the 2015 statistic of 750. According 
to Immigration New Zealand, this quota will keep growing and will 
raise to 1500 in 2020. The resettlement programmes of the country 
have successfully placed 33,000 Refugees since WWII2.  The centre 
in New Zealand carry Refugees through a 6-week reception pro-
gramme briefing and assisting with typical skills of communication

1  Refugee and Protection | Immigration New Zealand,” New Zealand Visas | Immigration 
New Zealand, accessed October 11, 2018, https://www.immigration.govt.nz/about-us/what-we-
do/our-strategies-and-projects/supporting-Refugees-and-asylum-seekers/refugee-and-protec-
tion-unit
2  Refugee and Protection | Immigration New Zealand,” New Zealand Visas | Immigration 
New Zealand, accessed October 11, 2018, https://www.immigration.govt.nz/about-us/what-we-
do/our-strategies-and-projects/supporting-Refugees-and-asylum-seekers/refugee-and-protec-
tion-unit

Under the impression of accepting their new life, with no hope of 
returning to their home country soon, Refugees tolerate a process of 
resettlement in regions very unfamiliar to them. This leads to a feel-
ing of displacement. The majority of refugee families are separated, 
due to differences of members in gender and age3. Refugees are taken 
by refugee camps and detention centres as mutual protection from 
their home countries and host-country. Many architectural examples 
around the world stand to host Refugees and distract them from their 
disrupted situation but are designed for temporary use and have basic 
functions. 

Auckland’s refugee resettlement centre is currently located in Man-
gere, South Auckland. The centre is situated in the residential area 
but neighbouring the industrial sites of Mangere. It is not walking 
distance to the town-centre and other business districts of Mange-
re. The site is also tucked away from the public, separating it by a 
long driveway. The centre is a transitional facility that houses basic 
functions and small offices catering to the Refugees such as medical 
and immigration facilities. There is also a school built on-site for the 
6-week briefing programme.

After the programme, however, Refugees tend to come back to the 
centre for help. They still struggle to find employment and have 
communicational issues with locals. Employment is vital for Refu-
gees as it will allow them to financially accommodate for their family 

3  What is a Refugee? Definition and Meaning | USA for UNHCR,” How to Help Refugees 
— Aid, Relief and Donations | USA for UNHCR, accessed October 11, 2018, https://www.
unRefugees.org/refugee-facts/what-is-a-refugee/.

members who have also traveled and yet, need to travel for resettle-
ment purposes.4  

4  New Zealand Immigration Service, Refugee Voices: A journey towards resettlement. (Wel-
lington: New Zealand Immigration Service, 2004), 27

Figure 1. Amnesty International advocating for Refugee quota increase in front of Beehive.
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Research Question

How can an architectural intervention assist in integrating Refugees in 
to Auckland society?

Figure 2. Image of basic Refugee tent. (Edited by author, adapted from Refugee Republic, fig. 3.)
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Aims Scopes and Limitations

Refugees are accepted for a new chance of life far from conflict that 
has been raised in their hometown resulting in their migration. Due 
to their race, religion, and background, they are guaranteed to not 
return to their homelands. Displaced people who apply for Refugee 
status gain international aid and legal right to enter the country that 
they have chosen to escape to. From there, they are offered resettle-
ment options if accepted. During this period between applying and 
accepting, they live their lives out in Refugee camps that strip them 
to bare, sheltered life. In this stage, Refugees tend to feel isolated and 
discouraged due to regulations that restrict them from connecting to 
the outside world. They are unable to communicate with local people 
and hence, struggle to adapt to their new life in the new country.  

In the context of New Zealand, Refugees are kept in the local recep-
tion centre of the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre, based in 
the Auckland suburb of Mangere-East. This reception centre operates 
and offers classes for an on-going period of 6 weeks where Refugees 
learn the basics of job opportunities, explore options for education 
and basic English skills. These skills are however are taught tucked 
away from the public and are still needed after the end of the pro-
gramme. After the reception programme, Refugees are re-housed in 
different parts of New Zealand. However, according to Alice Gray’s 
literature review, Refugees still struggle to find work and commu-
nicate with others. It results in them feeling alienated and helpless, 
causing discomfort and pressure during the resettling period. 

This project aims to investigate architecture that offers opportunities 
for integration to Refugees. The role of architecture should play in 
between Refugees and the resettling location. Often, the host commu-

nity seems to be unaware of the situation of the Refugees due to the 
services and attention that are tucked away in the Mangere Refugee 
Resettlement Centre. The regeneration in Mangere-East will establish 
connections between the Refugees and the local community, to create 
ease into the resettlement process. It will provide a space for them to 
achieve work experience and basic communication skills, on the same 
platform as the wider community. The intervention will hopefully see 
a space where they can communicate and work together.

This project will look into investigating architectural options to 
integrate Refugees into Mangere-East’s local community, as well as 
respond to the wider community’s needs and facilitate the integration 
process. The site will be located in Mangere east to correlate with the 
Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre. In respect to this, part of this 
research proposes the Mangere refugee resettlement site be converted 
to a full residential/accommodated site for the Refugees where the 
services and facilities will be implemented into the research design. 
This means the project won’t be including residential strategies. This 
is better suggested due to the changes in quota. The existing town 
centre of Mangere-East will be re-structured, to include the functions 
that cater to the Refugees. This will regenerate the wider community 
as well as raise awareness of the background of Refugees. It will also 
help to form a connection between the Refugees and locals, so they 
can come to realise how they can all relate. It will explore options of 
a shared space where Refugees and the local community can work 
together, contributing equally to the same economy.

Figure 3. Candle light vigil for Refugee quota to double.

Figure 4. Illustration of Refugees in New Zealand (Image by author)
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Figure 5. Image of hall entrance of Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre (Photo by author)

Background: 

The topic of Refugees is internationally categorized as a political 
problem and is mainly discussed in topics of psychology and econ-
omy. This is what mainly influenced the research of this project. 
Refugees and other displaced categories are mainly handled by the 
UNHCR, even those who resettle in New Zealand. The UNHCR had 
many resources on the history of Refugees and their resettlement pro-
cesses. The Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre in Auckland also 
provided information on Refugees in New Zealand, during and after 
the resettlement programme. These two agencies worked as main 
sources of the background of this project

Literature: 

The literature on Refugees and their processes was found through 
various Government documents that looked into the psychological is-
sues of Refugees during their resettlement period. Refugees are often 
discussed as psychological or political material, which hindered this 
project to look beyond those two lenses and into a more architectural 
lens. It helped to develop functions and needs that catered to Refu-
gees. During this research, except for refugee camps, there has been 
a considerable lack of literature on Refugee-related architecture. A 
mixture of the UNHCR emergency handbook, Humanitarian architec-
ture, and Migrant-related literature was used to ground this section of 
the project.

Precedents/Informants: 

Various types of precedents were used to help respond to the site. 
A local precedent in Auckland helped to gain an understanding of 
Auckland design principles. An urban and master planning precedent 
helped to develop social spaces and helped to navigate circulation. A 
final precedent was used in terms of form and architecture. 

Site and Design: 

The site played a crucial role in design as it had to be easily accessi-
ble by Refugees. Central sites were investigated to bring exposure to 
the refugee populations but proved difficult in terms of accessibility 
and local context. Earlier concepts and programmes were investigat-
ed but did not suit the site and community. A site much closer to the 
Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre would be more favoured as 
Refugees tend to come back to the centre for help. This also played 
well with the local context of the site as it needed an urban architec-
tural response.  

Methodology

Figure 6. Image of driveway of Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre (Photo 
by author)
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EXISTING KNOWLEDGE

Figure 7. Image of graph showing Refugees per 1000 inhabitants in New Zealand. (Edited by author, 
adapted from UNHCR.)

Existing knowledge stems from the research of the history of Refu-
gees and Refugees today.

History of Refugees globally:

20th and 21st-century definitions surfaced from the League of Nations 
in 1921, through a conference that ended the First World War. The 
Second World War sought a large migration of fleeing regions of 
Europe, which resulted in a political response through a Multilateral 
Treaty (1951) of the United Nations to re-define the word ‘Refugee’5. 
The treaty was made to cover various responsibilities and actions 
nations would protect future displaced populations.

Recognition of the refugee population came underway through 
the 1951 United Nations Multilateral Treaty further identifying an 
estimation of 40 million people displaced from their homes, after 
the Second World War. Military groups experienced a wide range of 
causes of displacement within Europe and introduced “Displacement 
People Camps’ (now known as refugee camps). Several cases of peo-
ple were accepted into displacement people camps, such as:

Modern definitions documented through the UNHCR asylum trends 
report state that individuals who request matters of protection through 
the union of 44 countries are deemed as an asylum seeker. The sheer 
obligations of the UN agreeing to undertake these individuals as 
residents into their country, give them the most priority of handling 

5  What is a Refugee? Definition and Meaning | USA for UNHCR,” How to Help Refugees 
— Aid, Relief and Donations | USA for UNHCR, accessed October 11, 2018, https://www.
unRefugees.org/refugee-facts/what-is-a-refugee/.

the undetermined claimants. Whether the claimants are accepted as 
Refugees or not, the handling of the decision is strongly encouraged 
as national legislation through the 1951 Multilateral treaty.

The refugee crisis was announced after 2014 statistics received from 
the UNHCR, described to level “at a record-high”6. An estimated 
866,000 asylum applications were prepared amongst the 44 countries. 
45% of the applications were requested through Syria, Afghanistan, 
Iraq, Serbia and Kosovo7. 

Approximately, war Refugees make up 83% of the displaced popula-
tion around the world.

6  United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, “Figures at a Glance,” UNHCR, ac-
cessed October 11, 2018, http://www.unhcr.org/figures-at-a-glance.html.
7  UNHCR, What is a Refugee?, 

History of Refugees
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Individuals classified as Refugees have entered New Zealand ever 
since the First World War. This illustrates a timeline of different eth-
nic and refugee groups entering New Zealand from the first recorded 
Refugees8

8  United Nations High commissioner for Refugees, “Figures at a glance,” UNHCR, accessed 
June 10, 2019, http://www.unhcr.org/figures-at-a-glance.html

History of Refugees in New Zealand

Figure 8. Image of timeline showing history of Refugee groups in New Zealand. (Image by 
author)
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Refugee camps, housing shelters, and resettlement centres usually 
make up the majority of architecture catering to Refugees. Local gov-
ernments see refugee camps as a humanitarian way of housing Refu-
gees when in reality the camps are pictured as a means of separation9. 
This is to prevent conflict from local communities about the strain 
on resources, resulting in Refugees being controlled and deemed as 
“weak”. These camps and centres are limitedly designed to basic, 
private functions such as toilets, bedrooms, and communal kitchens. 
In most cases, these spaces don’t accommodate the Refugees as they 
are either temporary or isolated from other places. In Refugee Camps 
or Ideal-Cities in Dust and Dirt, written by Manuel Herz Architects, 
Herz examines how camps that utilize modernist spatial techniques 
lead to segregation in site and further leads to violence. In other re-
gions, camps are designed for temporary use and are usually built-in 
isolation.  

In 2017, Dezeen’s seminary talk “Don’t design yet another shelter” 
written by Editor-in-chief, Marcus Fairs, focuses on the many archi-
tectural projects that fail to adopt appropriate design guidance and 
fail to respond to issues that might lead to the design of successful 
refugee communities. Kilian Kleinschidt, humanitarian expert who 
worked for United nations managing Refugee camps, described the 
recent architectural designs as “storage facilities” that give Refu-
gees false hope that they “would one day return to where they come 
from”10. Architecture historian, Michelle Provoost, questions the spa-

9  Romola Sanyal, “Refugees and the City: An Urban Discussion,” Geography Compass 6, 
no.11 (November 2012): 633 Academic Search Complete, EBSCOhost (accessed May 14, 2015
10  “Don’t Design Yet Another Shelter” for Refugees, Say Experts,” Dezeen, last modified 

tial restrictions of shelters that would help cities adapt to migrations. 
Provoost states these spatial arrangements are the cause that prevents 
Refugees from integrating into society11. 

January 15, 2018, https://www.dezeen.com/2017/12/18/dont-design-shelter-Refugees-kilian-
kleinschmidt-rene-boer-good-design-bad-world/
11  “Don’t Design Yet Another Shelter” for Refugees, Say, Experts,” Dezeen, last modified 
January 15, 2018, https://www.dezeen.com/2017/12/18/dont-design-shelter-Refugees-kilian-
kleinschmidt-rene-boer-good-design-bad-world/

Current Refugee Typologies

Figure 9. Image typical refugee camp. (Edited by author, adapted from Jon Fingas, Engadget.)
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This section discusses the processes of Refugees in New Zealand.
New Zealand has one of the smallest intakes for resettling Refugees, 
and also includes one reception centre throughout the whole country. 
New Zealand along with the world does not have architecture cater-
ing to Refugees except for the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre.

The second factor of this section will discuss the ideas and themes 
of implementing integration into the project. Some ideas will discuss 
why architecture-for-moving populations are made and how to plan 
for it.

Resettlement in New Zealand:

This segment highlights the different phases of resettlement and how 
Refugees process alongside it. All resettlement regions of the UN 
treaty have 4 phases of resettlement:

- Pre-settlement 

- On arrival

- Initial resettlement

- Post-settlement

Refugee Integration Process

Figure 10. Image of different Refugee Resettlement phases (Image by author)
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This stage consists of the resettlement selection and quota. New Zea-
land, under the protection of the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees (UNHCR), currently allows a quota of 1000 Refugees 
annually since permanently announced in July 2018. In September 
2018, after an influx of an extra 250 arrivals from 2017-2018, the 
government announced a change of quota to 1500 which would be 
affected by July 2020. New Zealand’s quota is formally set by gov-
ernment ministers, who consider the decision based on the current 
resettlement rules and regulations of New Zealand12. It is, therefore, a 
judgement of Humanitarian commitment that the country can offer to 
those in need.

Other than the decisions made for quota, New Zealand has no hand 
in the remaining resettlement selection process. The identification 
for Refugee status and resettlement is handled by the UNHCR and is 
selected based on the following criteria13:

12  Patti Grogan, Does a Rising Tide Lift All Boats? Refugee Resettlement, Integration, and 
New Zealand Settlement Strategy (Fullbright New Zealand: Wellington, 2008), 19.
13  “New Zealand’s Refugee Population,” Ministry of Health, modified May 19th, accessed 
August 28, 2019, https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/populations/refugee-health/new-zea-
lands-refugee-population

- Legal and physical protection needs

- Medical/disability needs 

- Survivors of violence and torture

- Women at risk

- Family reunification

- Children and adolescence

- Elderly Refugees

Along with these criteria, includes those with a lack of criminal 
convictions. New Zealand’s criteria strongly express those of medical 
needs, women at risk and family reunification. Family reunification 
or Refugee Family Support Category (RFSC), allows 300 spaces for 
Refugees to sponsor an asylum seeker as well as their partners and 
children14. It is not a requirement of the sponsored member to be of 
Refugee-status or other residency status to gain this opportunity, nei-
ther do they have to be related to the Refugee applying. The existing 

14  “Immigration Factsheets,” Immigration New Zealand, published 2018, accessed August 
28, 2019, https://www.beehive.govt.nz/sites/default/files/201809/Refugees%20and%20asy-
lum%20seekers%20factsheet.pdf

Refugees applying for RFSC are sole financial benefactors for appli-
cation and travelling costs of the sponsored members. The purpose 
of the RFSC is to help existing Refugees resettle into the country and 
prevent from Refugees feeling alienated and overwhelmed during the 
resettlement programmes15. Additionally, RFSC includes two levels 
of priorities – first priority committed to those who are in urgent need 
of help to resettle.  

After the refugee selection process, various on and off-shore screen-
ing and assessment procedures are made to confirm the likelihood 
of resettlement. It further motivates applicants to be a part of the 
resettlement programme and increases the chances of good quality 
resettlement.16 These procedures are imperative in the pre-settlement 
phase, as it allows the Refugees to gain a better understanding of the 
resettlement process. The screenings focus on personal and profes-
sional counters of the Refugee such as credibility, security, risk, and 
health requirements. Unlike other regions of the treaty, New Zealand 
does not offer a pre-departure programme. 

15  Immigration New Zealand, “Immigration Facts”
16  Alison Gray, “Refugee Resettlement: A literature Review,” Department of labour, 2008, 
accessed August 29,2019, https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/2754-refugee-resettle-
ment-literature-review-pdf, 18

The cultural pre-departure programme insists:

- Providing refugee groups with information about the country 
of destination

- Provide information on how to get a job and how to use 
healthcare services and facilities

- Provide information on successful integration

Pre-departure programmes are reputed to formally introduce the Ref-
ugees to their new environment and result in a little comfort but even 
after this stage, Refugees often feel overwhelmed and it’s even more 
overwhelming for single Refugees.

Phase One: Pre-settlement, isolation and alienation
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Refugees are given residency status on arrival to allow rights consid-
ering educational, medical and employment, social welfare and hous-
ing opportunities. The Ministry of Health writes the importance of 
Refugees embracing the opportunities of New Zealand, as it depends 
largely on the responsiveness of a wide range of organizations rang-
ing from central government agencies to organizations and groups in 
the local communities in which they eventually settle.17 They are tak-
en immediately to the only Refugee reception centre of New Zealand, 
which is located in an Auckland city suburb of Mangere-East called 
the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre (MRRC). This is where 
they start their 6-week orientation programme, which is controlled 
through a partnership of government and non-government funded 
bodies. RMS refugee resettlement is a community based, non-govern-
ment funded body that primarily organises the resettlement pro-
gramme in the centre.18 According to Immigration New Zealand, the 
newly-renovated centre can carry 170 people at a time.

Many regions focus on resettlement from pre-settlement stages by 
organising pre-departure programmes to brief the Refugees on their 
new homeland before arriving. Others like New Zealand have imple-
mented the on-arrival cultural orientation programme. This is some-
how intertwined with the centralised resettlement model that was 

17  “Refugee Voices: A Journey Towards Resettlement,” Department of labour, June 2004, 
accessed August 29,2019, https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/2752-refugee-voices-execu-
tive-summary-pdf 
18  Gray, “Refugee Resettlement: A literature Review”, 19

adopted by the country, and has been renamed the “whole-of-gov-
ernment” model.19 According to Alison Gray’s report Refugee Reset-
tlement: A literature review, cultural orientation programme models 
empowers participants to adapt more rapidly and successfully to 
day-to-day demands of the new environment. This model is used due 
to circumstances of region, quota and operational factors. The on-ar-
rival cultural orientation programme consists of 6-weeks of intense 
briefing classes that provide information on employment, education, 
health facilities, the centre offers facilities such as accommodation 
blocks, early childhood learning centre, classrooms, medical and den-
tal clinics, mental health clinics and recreational areas.  Other regions 
such as the Netherlands and Germany have an on-going briefing 
programme that last 2 years.20 The 6-week programme is an on-going 
campus programme and is implemented into the refugee’s daily rou-
tines. The centralised model looks at focusing on the refugee group as 
a cluster and does not separate them by culture or gender but by age.21 
Denmark, Netherlands and the United states focuses on the cultural 
needs of the oncoming group of Refugees, by dispersing them into 
existing cultural communities. 

The Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre offers training and classes 
in different languages for the different ethnic groups of Refugees in 

19  Immigration New Zealand, “Immigration Facts”
20  “UNHCR Resettlement handbook,” United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, 
2011, accessed August 29, 2019, https://www.unhcr.org/46f7c0ee2.pdf
21  Immigration New Zealand, “Immigration Facts”

the centre ensuring they get an accurate and proper introduction to 
life and society of New Zealand. These classes train basic, social and 
communicational skills including English language classes, comput-
er classes and other operational training needed. Mangere Refugee 
Resettlement Centre (MRRC) consists of these programmes that cater 
to the Refugees during the 6 weeks:

- Refugees as Survivors (RASNZ): providing mental clinical 
services on site

- New Zealand Immigration: Offers medical, educational and 
employment rights

- Red Cross: Humanitarian organisation connecting communi-
ties with the centre

- RMS Refugee Services: Community working closely to Ref-
ugees and the briefing programme

- AUT: Provides educational facilities to the centre

- Medical and dental clinics

The Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre (MRRC) plan for resettle-
ment centres focuses on Refugees comforting themselves within the 
society. Immigration New Zealand states that this strategy settles the 

Refugees better by introducing them to the standards of the country 
and accepting their new environment. The strategy has 5 main goals:

- Self-sufficiency: all working age Refugees are in paid work 
or are supported by a family member in paid work

- Education: Refugees English language skills enable them to 
participate in education and achieve qualifications meeting 
the country

- Participation: Refugees actively participate in New Zealand 
life and have a strong sense of belonging to New Zealand.

- Health and Wellbeing: Refugees and their families enjoy 
healthy, safe and independent lives

- Housing: Refugees live independently of government hous-
ing assistance in homes that are safe, secure, healthy and 
affordable.

Phase Two: On Arrival - Methods of Integration
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The overarching outcome for the aim is: 

“Refugees are participating fully and integrated socially and eco-
nomically as soon as possible so that they are living independently, 
undertaking the same responsibilities and exercising the same rights 
as other New Zealanders and have a strong sense of belonging to 
their community and to New Zealand.”22

The orientation programme provides general information on living 
life in New Zealand. This includes training and classes provided by 
AUT on the English language and the socio-economic background of 
New Zealand. AUT also offers classes for the adult Refugees as well 
as early childcare, special education, primary and secondary classes. 
These classes however do not teach the New Zealand schooling cur-
riculum, but prepares the appropriate Refugees for schooling.23

RMS (Refugee services) arrange geographical dispersal plans after 
the Refugees go through the 6-week briefing programme. The disper-
sal plan figures out existing Refugee relatives and, ethnic groups of 
the different resettlement locations to help the new group of Refugees 
through the resettlement period. It takes RMS three working weeks to 
figure out a suitable plan that has been agreed through social ser-

22  “New Zealand Refugee Resettlement Strategy,” Immigration New Zealand, 2017, 
accessed August 29, 2019, https://www.immigration.govt.nz/about-us/what-we-do/our-strate-
gies-and-projects/refugee-resettlement-strategy
23 “New Zealand Refugee Quota Programme,” Immigration New Zealand, accessed August 
29, 2019, https://www.immigration.govt.nz/about-us/what-we-do/our-strategies-and-projects/
supporting-Refugees-and-asylum-seekers/refugee-and-protection-unit/new-zealand-refu-
gee-quota-programme

vices and government departments.24 These plans include off-campus 
services available to the resettled Refugees. RMS heavily depends on 
existing refugee communities to offer English language programmes, 
as well as other needs.25 

24  Immigration New Zealand, “Immigration Facts”
25  Gray, “Refugee Resettlement: A literature Review”

Figure 11. Image of strategy of Integration for Refugees in New Zealand. (Graph by author, 
adapted from Immigration New Zealand.)
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This stage prepares to finally resettle the Refugees into the different 
resettlement regions of the country. In the previous 6 weeks of the 
briefing programme, New Zealand Immigration and Refugee services 
formulate renting plans and local communities that would help the 
future resettled Refugees in their new location. In this stage, Refugees 
can choose to be resettled or to find accommodation of their own.26 In 
the recent years, it has been reported that Refugees have been over-
staying in the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre due to the hous-
ing shortage in Auckland.27 In this stage, Immigration and Refugee 
service staff consider the demographics of the existing regions and 
set up the families based on the existing demographic. For example, 
Mackenzie Koppell of RASNZ explains that due to the large Afghani 
refugee demographic in New Plymouth, the centre feels it best to set 
up future Afghani Refugees in that area. The different resettlement lo-
cations include Auckland, Hamilton, Manawatu, Wellington, Nelson, 
Christchurch, Dunedin and Invercargill.

26  Mackenzie Koppel, “Site Visit,” email to Nayla Hossain, June 4, 2019 
27  Oliver Lewis, “’Housing crisis’ hits Refugees as Government looks to boost bed capacity,” 
Stuff National, published May 6, 2018, accessed September 1, 2019, https://www.stuff.co.nz/
national/103557081/housing-crisis-hits-Refugees-as-government-looks-to-boost-bed-capacity

Phase Three: Initial Settlement

Figure 12. Illustrations of refugee journey to New Zealand (Image by author)
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At this last phase, Refugees are expected to adapt to normal life after 
the 6-week orientation programme. Red Cross organises different 
non-government organisation to aid the settlement of the Refugees 
who are sent to the different locations. This is where the integration 
method is usually questioned. 

Previous Refugees tend to come back to the centre or try to employ 
themselves to help with the existing Refugees. Most teenagers and 
Refugees under the age of 21, tend to come back to the centre for 
help with English skills and job searching.28

Mental health and trauma counselling checks are done by govern-
ment-funded trust, Refugee as Survivors or as known as RASNZ. 
These services are available to all ages of the centre and are available 
after the resettlement phases. Refugee services, also known as RMS 
and Red Cross are the organisations that provide services outside of 
the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centres, and collate local commu-
nities of the resettlement regions to come together and aid the reloca-
tion period. This also includes hiring volunteers and social workers 
to attend to the Refugees away from the centre to cater to ongoing 
settlement needs.29 

It has been reported that even after the initial and post-settlement 
stages, Refugees feel inadequate to adapt to normal kiwi life. This 

28 Department of labour, “Refugee Voices: A Journey Towards Resettlement,” 
29  Department of labour, “Refugee Voices: A Journey Towards Resettlement,”

isn’t however due to their new local interactions. Resettled Refu-
gees still request the help of services that aren’t offered to local New 
Zealanders, such as interpreters, translators, councillors and language 
training classes.30

At 6 months, resettled Refugees still looked for help with income, 
health, education, and other local services. More than half of the 
resettled struggled to find information on employment.31 Another 39 
percent of resettled Refugees expressed the need for family reunifica-
tion that can lead them to resettle successfully into the country. The 
Refugee community has always stressed the importance of the role 
of a translator, who can communicate the entitlements and services 
offered to Refugees.  

30  Department of labour, “Refugee Voices: A Journey Towards Resettlement,”
31  Department of labour, “Refugee Voices: A Journey Towards Resettlement,”

Phase Four: Post-settlement - Issues with Integration and Discrimination

Figure 13. Illustrations showing source of income within Refugees in New Zealand (Graph by 
author, adapted by UNHCR.)
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Self-sufficiency is the main goal of the resettlement programme here 
in New Zealand and is also a common resettlement goal for other 
countries of the treaty. There is an urgent focus on training Refugees 
to become more self-sufficient as its appears to be the leading path-
way to integration.

The success of Integration is based on the operational culture of the 
region. They must be equipped to bring awareness of Refugee groups 
and provide on-going welcoming support. The process of the reset-
tlement programmes is the key to bringing awareness, funding, and 
aid. In a literature review, the author writes that Refugee resettlement 
programmes should be well promoted and accessible to not just Refu-
gees but the public. This enables the Refugees to navigate themselves 
for help and for the public to navigate themselves to help. This is 
promoting a framework and work culture based on the co-ordination 
of existing and previous Refugees alongside locals. Heavily relying 
on one group can cause fall-backs in funding.

Participants from the Refugee literature review, explain how the 
growth of Multiculturalism helps their integration into society. They 
express that this growth is linked to the exposure of the refugee 
community in New Zealand. Refugees find it easier to integrate into 
society knowing that the locals are accepting cultural diversity. Par-
ticipants also include the role of social media and how it is impacted 
the integration of the refugee population. Social media is compared 
to providing public education on the resettlement process, therefore, 

increasing exposure and building public support.

Opportunities for employment fosters a successful integration into 
society but also consists of down-falls. Refugees are struggling to 
find work that is common to their level of skills and are usually given 
work temporarily. Therefore, Refugees expressed the need for addi-
tional support to fund Refugees into schools that offer classes in that 
particular skill.

The Refugees need to be vocal about their own needs as this helps 
to give the centre support on future strategies for the resettlement 
programme. It helps with the standards of services provided in the 
centre and the overall resettlement period. Working collaboratively 
also helps in increasing standards of services as the staff at the centre 
prefer to be told what they can improve on instead of assuming. The 
co-ordination of previous Refugees improves the system is becoming 
more culturally competent and gaining more awareness of Refugees 
issues and needs. This shows the need for hiring previous Refugees as 
they can help to advance programmes and services during the reset-
tlement programme. Some resettled Refugees have taken an interest 
in employment in both non-government and government bodies. This 
is to help raise awareness of the refugee resettlement process and to 
further help to strengthen the alliance between the refugee system and 
the government. There has been a significant change in the delivery 
and response of former Refugees. This coalition has bought attention 
to other organisations to participate in the operation of the refugee 
system.

 

Summary of Resettlement Phases

Figure 14. Illustrations showing the background of Refugees to New Zealand (graph by author)
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Improving Refugee rights and entitlements is a strong key point 
towards successful integration and resettlement. These should include 
extra funding in additional English language courses that are found 
outside of the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre thus, creating 
connections to the government and locals. Initializing contact be-
tween the government and Refugees will motivate the standardization 
and relationship towards migrant resource services. 

Resettled Refugees have always expressed the importance of Fam-
ily reunification. Not only does it help with the physical resettling 
process but it also decreases the burden of responsibility. Selected 
Refugees are often the mode of responsibility for their families back 
in camps, making sure they are away from violence and working 
towards granting resettlement options to accompany them. Family re-
unification can lead to a comfortable settling process, as families can 
share emotional and financial responsibilities within each other.  

There is a certain marginalization when it comes to refugee groups. 
There is one side that still struggles with integration and resettle-
ment to this day and the others that have adopted a sense of national 
identity ever since they arrived in New Zealand. This is particularly 
popular within the youth generation of Refugees, as they gain an 
understanding of language and the environment before they transition 
into employment. Thus, helping them excel in the integration and 
resettlement process.

Figure 15. Image of the youth group in Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre, collaborating 
with the Manukau United Football club go grow community connections
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CONTEXT RESEARCH

In the previous section, we examine the idea of the need for inte-
gration for Refugees in New Zealand. There are multiple factors 
to establishing a successful mode of integration. The integration of 
Refugees is a multidimensional construct of factors that contribute to 
a successful migration journey.1 These factors are developed by the 
experience of Refugees in terms of economic, health, education and 
social systems, as well as pre-migration and post-migration experi-
ences. Ensuring integration means to understand the diversity of the 
refugee group and the diversity of the local community2. It is a meth-
od of morphing the two groups together and guarantees a successful 
resettlement strategy for Refugees.

Awareness of the local society helps to highlight expectations Ref-
ugees need to adapt to help with resettlement and integration into 
the local environment. Information on current social policies help to 
gain an understanding on current perceptions of the refugee commu-
nity. It helps to highlight characteristics and behaviours the refugee 
population will encounter and vice-versa.3 Understanding the social 
systems of the local community provides opportunities of interaction, 
formulizing an increase in learning the local language.4 Social factors 

32  Katie Kuschminder, “Afghan Refugee Journeys: Onwards Migration Decision-Making in 
Greece and Turkey,” Journal of Refugee Studies, no.31 (2018): 4, https://doi.org/10.1093/jrs/
fex043
33  Alister Strang and Alastair Ager, “Refugee Integration: Emerging Trends and Remaining 
Agendas,” Journal of Refugee Studies, no. 23 (2010): 589, https://doi.org/10.1093/jrs/feq046
34  Noemi Casati, “How cities shape refugee centres: ‘deservingness’ and ‘good aid’ in a 
Sicilian town,” Journal of Ethnic and Migration studies, no.44 (2017): 792, https://doi.org/10.1
080/1369183X.2017.1354689
35  Jenny Phillimore, “Problem or Opportunity? Asylum Seekers, Refugees, Employment 

help to ensure a sense of confidence within the Refugee community, 
that uplifts them to gain independence and stability. This is import-
ant as it sets up Refugees with an income to provide for themselves 
and their family’s needs. Members of the government should look 
into integration methods to provide for “people on the move”5. They 
should allow opportunities and spaces of growth instead of spaces for 
vacancy. 

and Social Exclusion in Deprived Urban Areas,” Urban Studies, no. 43 (2006): 305, https://doi.
org/10.1080/00420980600838606
36  Mihaela Robila, “Refugees and Social Integration in Europe,” (Ph.D., Queens College 
City, University of New York, 2018), 10

Introduction
Needs of Integration

Figure 16. Image of Refugee and local interacting over the Refugee food festival 
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Figure 14. Sketch of spaces in Zaatari refugee camp, (sketch by Nayla Hossain)

Due to the lack of literature on Architecture for Refugees around the 
world including New Zealand, this project follows a structure that has 
been developed by forming an analysis of current refugee typologies. 
Due to the nature of this project, these sources help to form an under-
standing of the integration issues Refugees have during transitional 
facilities and how to overcome them. 

Certain theories and ideas are discussed to help the idea of integra-
tion within Refugees and what Refugee architecture should demon-
strate. Discussing these issues helps to inform the project on the 
needs of Refugees to ensure integration, stability and prevent issues 
of isolation and displacement. The theories discussed are relevant to 
this research as it looks to locate an urban plan. This project will be 
considered an urban intervention that helps the resettlement process 
of Refugees. 

The spaces of vacancy are referred to the current basic refugee 
architecture. Analysing transitional facilities and overall refugee 
architecture informs an understanding of integration issues Refugees 
have during transitional phases and how to overcome them. It further 
shows what restricts them and what can be researched to avoid these 
instances formulating a design for integration. 

Refugees often experience traumatic experiences before and after 
their migration. Looking into current typologies will raise awareness 
of the spaces that cause this, and the means of designing to bring 
integration, independence and stability. The lack of design and appro-
priate space within Refugee architecture result in Refugees feeling 
helpless and demotivated to live out the rest of their life in their new 
environment. 

Issues of Refugee Architecture

Figure 17. Graph showing issues of Refugee architecture (Graph by author). 
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The common mistake of refugee typology is heavily focused on 
accommodation and shelter needs. The point of these typologies 
allows Refugees and displaced people to “exercise basic right of the 
host country”32, but these rights are limited to basic shelter. Refugee 
architecture should include design that caters to psychological and 
economic needs as well as educational, health care and more infra-
structural needs. According to Ruba Bdair, in Rethinking the design 
models of refugee camps, Refugees should be offered minimum-wage 
jobs during this unpredicted time.33 This way, Refugee families can 
share the income amongst each other in need. During resettlement, 
Refugees require jobs to support their families and living costs. 
Providing an architecture that looks to offer these opportunities would 
help ease their resettlement progress and integration.

Shelter is the most integral part of the resettlement process and 
camping has been drastically changed by the occupants. In Zaatari: 
The Instant City, Montgomery writes that the original row layout of 
the camps has “gradually been reorganized into U shaped arrange-
ments”34. The new layouts create a sense of familiarity as it resembles 
a part of their home-land. The U-shape layout creates a courtyard in 
the middle which privatizes the shelters more and forms communal 

37  Ruba Bdair, “Rethinking the design models of refugee camps,” (Southern Illinois Univer-
sity,2016), 5
38  Alison Ledwith, Zaatari: The Instant city (Boston, MA: Affordable Housing Institute, 
2014), 5
39  Ledwith, Zaatari: The Instant City, 36

spaces for the surrounding families.35

40  Ledwith, Zaatari: The Instant City, 36

Focused on Basic needs

Figure 18. Image of basic tents in Zaatari Refugee Camp. (Image by author, adapted by UN-
HCR) 

Figure 19. Image of basic tents in Zaatari Refugee Camp. (Image by author, adapted by UN-
HCR) 

Figure 20. Image of basic arrangement of spaces in Refugee Architecture (Image by author). 
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Camps are thought out to be a temporary facility for Refugees but are 
slowly becoming permanent responses. On average, Refugees spend 
about 5-10 years of their lives in refugee camps.36 Refugees are con-
stantly changing the camp environment to suit their living needs. This 
helps them gain a sense of home and comfort in this period of transi-
tion. But authorities occasionally disrupt this, causing the Refugees to 
suffer from displacement and isolation issues. During the resettlement 
phases, Refugees look to chances of independence such as income 
and work. The aim of self-sufficiency and stability will decrease the 
chances of dependency on others during times of need. It would help 
them take matters into their own hands and prevent struggling from a 
lack of resources that the government does not provide.

41  United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Global Trends: Forced displacement in 
2018

Refugees are constantly changing the spatial arrangement of the envi-
ronment highlighting the need for more spaces catering to Refugees. 
Communal spaces are forming for comfort and to establish a sense 
of community.  Existing functions of the camp can be re-arranged to 
form a more productive community-like facility, and spaces can be 
multi-purposed for other needs. This calls for a sustainable “urban 
shift”37 to refugee design. Sustainability is usually considered for 
more long-term designs but in this case, sustainability will be used 
to improve living and circulation conditions. In this strategy, social 
sustainability, economic sustainability, and environmental sustainabil-
ity are to be involved. 

Urban designers are not the only people to demonstrate the unsus-
tainability within the camps. Refugees equally notice the downsides 
and try to re-organise it38 Spaces are beginning to change over-time, 
formerly temporary spaces are slowly turning into more permanent 
and community-based. Refugees are starting to generate their own 
new social and “cultural system”.39 In these camps, the Refugees 
don’t have the appropriate residency permits to start local work. Due 
to this, Refugees have found different ways of creating revenue while 
they reside in the camps. This includes opening pop-up markets and 
stalls selling their belongings, different crafts and also food. 

There is also a considerable change in the built environment and or-
ganisation. Refugees are creating more communal spaces for meeting 

42  Bdair, Rethinking the design models of refugee camps, 6
43  Bdair, Rethinking the design models of refugee camps, 7
44  Bdair, Rethinking the design models of refugee camps, 8

spaces and markets, almost like a “town in the making”. This shows 
that refugee camps are spaces to be improved and developed upon. It 
shows that camps are often very limiting, in terms of Refugees living 
with rights and identity.

This is important for the resettlement phases. The resettlement pro-
cess eases when families are together or are with other people of the 
same ethnicity. The need for community spaces would, therefore, 
ensure a successful resettlement process for Refugees.

Dependency on the Government Organisation issues

Figure 21. Image of Refugee leading to depend on Government for resources (Image by author). 

Figure 22. Image of Refugee leading to depend on Government for resources (Image by author). Figure 23. Image of typical refugee organisation of spaces (Image by author). 
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In Towards a Rationalisation of the construction of Refugee camps, 
author James Kennedy writes refugee camp designers and planners 
should gather the responsibility of catering to refugee’s psycholog-
ical needs along with the physical aspects.40 Designers could look 
to incorporating a design that allows them to gain the confidence to 
integrate, and also include architectural styles familiar to Refugees. 
Seeing this, Refugees will feel a sense of home and would help to 
establish a sense of comfort during this vulnerable time. Planners and 
designers need to design for the long-term to allow Refugees time to 
establish themselves and feel comfortable to work again. This will 
give them time to set out their next options and prepare for what the 
future after the refugee camps hold for them. The idea of psycho-
logical design helps to inform the project of methods to improve the 
health and well-being of Refugees. It is a crucial step to ensure that 
Refugees are motivated and supported during this transitional phase.

45  James Kennedy, “Towards A Rationalisation of the Construction of Refugee Camps” 
(Masters, Katholieke Universitiet Leuven, 2004),  91

When Refugees enter Refugee camps and other transitional facilities, 
they are usually in another state of displacement and social isola-
tion. Camps may offer security and protection for a wide population 
of displaced people but in these camps, there is a lack of a sense of 
community. Camps are explained to be “transit zones”41 demonstrat-
ing their temporary functionality. There is a limit to humanitarian aid 
that camps receive to operate. During this time, all Refugees in need 
are constantly fighting to receive their share. The temporariness of the 
camp results in a stressful and anxious time within the Refugees and 
prevents them from establishing social stability. Camps generally de-
pend on the humanitarian aid that is given to them, neglecting to offer 
opportunities for self-sufficiency. Spaces that prevent displacement 
and isolation are important aspects of this project.

46  Kennedy, Towards A Rationalisation of the Construction of Refugee Camps, 91

Need for Psychological design Displacement and Isolation

Figure 24. Image of circulation space that may counter psychological issues (Image by author). 

Figure 25. Image of exploration into circulation space that can help heal Refugees (Image by 
author). 
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The lack of sense of community is further supported by the spatial 
organisation of these camps. The camps have means of isolating the 
Refugees from the general public and surrounding neighbourhoods. 
In Maja Janmyr’s book, Protecting Civilians in Refugee Camps: 
Unable and Unwilling States, UNHCR and international responsibil-
ity, the author writes about how most camps are guarded by a range 
of barbed wire fences, security checks and harsh tall walls creating 
a “barren landscape”.42 The spaces made in the camps are usually 
designed more to “single-use” rather than community use. There is 
an overall lack of communication between the refugee community 
and the local community. Refugees are subjected to discrimination 
due to being cast out from the local community and being labelled as 
economic burdens to the country, due to the government funding for 
their needs. Refugee architecture should look at implementing design 
strategies that allow the Refugee community to communicate with the 
local society43. This will help create connections to the outside world 
and can lead to professional opportunities in the future. The gener-
al public of Mangere-East is oblivious to the process of Refugees. 
Implementing community spaces for Refugee groups and the wider 
community will help to raise awareness of the refugee community. 
Implementing interaction spaces between the two groups will estab-
lish a connection and will help Refugees gain a better understanding 
of their new environment. 

47  Maja Janmyr, Protecting Civilians in Refugee Camps: Unable and Unwilling States, 
UNHCR and International Responsibility (Leiden, Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 
2013), 9
48  An Huynh, “Emergency Urbanism: Designing Refugee camps in Jordan,” (Masters, Uni-
versity of Washington, 2015),  39

The Refugees of Zaatari Refugee camp in Jordan are known for 
creating successful shapes, which include a commercial strip of shops 
and businesses. The occupants of Zaatari have generated a commer-
cial strip on the west side of the camp and have made ends to create 
revenue. Refugees have set up stalls and other retail spaces to “offer 
services and exchange goods”.44 It has been reported that certain 
refugee families were able to re-establish businesses they once oper-
ated in Syria. An estimated 2,500 shops have been set up in this strip 
and have generated millions of dollars for the economic uses of the 
camp.45 This encouraged others to create other communal spaces and 
fix other aspects of the camps which include water tanks, lighting, 
fencing, and building materials. But, these aspects have only been 
improved in the western sectors of the camp, eventually neglecting 
other sides of the camp. However, these spaces show that Refugees 
are making ends to be productive and support their families during 
this transitional period. It shows that refugee camps should look into 
a design that guides them to gain stability and prepare them for the 
outside world.

Spaces of occupation and ownership help develop a sense of belong-
ing for Refugees. It also helps to acquire revenue for themselves and 
their families. Refugees working in the new environment will set a 
connection between the wider community that shows an equal contri-

49  Huynh, Emergency Urbanism: Designing refugee camps in Jordan, 39
50  Huynh, Emergency Urbanism: Designing refugee camps in Jordan, 38

bution to society. Implementing refugee-friendly spaces in the project 
will further help Refugees integrate into society.

Lack of community spaces Successful spaces

Figure 26. Image of exploration into introducing community space between Refugee communi-
ty and local community (Image by author). Figure 27. Image showing ‘successful’ commercial strip created in Zaatari Refugee Camp 
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Refugees are constantly planning for the future of themselves and 
their families. They look towards a more productive lifestyle to gain a 
sense of stability and settlement. Stability can be achieved by acquir-
ing a financial income by working within the local community. When 
Refugees are seen working for the local community, it establishes a 
sense of equality and Refugees are then accepted as individuals who 
provide and serve for the good of the community. Finding work can 
help in distributing financial burden amongst members of the refu-
gee family. Working Refugees can then share these skills onto other 
struggling Refugees, to help them find work. If the host community 
offered such integration opportunities, the burdens and skills could be 
distributed throughout the refugee families. This will create a mode of 
integration and will prepare families for resettling in the future.

Designing for spaces that allow productivity will invite Refugees to 
help themselves to gain independence and prepare them for the new 
environment.

Design for Productivity

Figure 28. Image showing store set up in Zaatari Refugee camp 
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Multiculturalism stands relevant for Refugees because of its inclusiv-
ity of cultures and backgrounds. The city which this project is located 
in is reflected to be more diverse than larger cities such as London 
and Sydney46 and is therefore relevant to be discussed. Refugees are 
funded by the government and thus, seen as burdens to the economy. 
The burden is further complicated as Refugees start to depend on the 
government for resources, due to lack of work opportunities and the 
understanding of the English language. The government should look 
into methods of integrating Refugees into society, where they will be 
seen as equals and individuals who serve the community. This is the 
part that Multiculturalism plays.  

Multiculturalism is fairly a new term that developed after the sec-
ond world war. The term symbolized a new rise for immigration 
and “equality of races and peoples”47. Multiculturalism has a broad 
number of definitions all relative to the inclusion of growing diversity 
in the local environment. In Emily Talen’s book, Design for Diversity, 
Talen believes successful urban communities are of those that are the 
most diverse. The idea of multiculturalism helps to challenge unequal 
power relations in a fully homogenous national culture. But accord-
ing to Madood in Multiculturalism, Citizenship and cultural identity, 
Multiculturalism is also a sense of national identity. This communi-
cates that the idea of multiculturalism is to respect the ideas of the 

51  Paul Spoonley and Richard Bedford, “Competing for talent: Diffusion of an Innovation in 
New Zealands Immigration Policy” (Lecture, Auckland University of Technology, Auckland, 
New Zealand, 2014).
52  Will Kymlica, “Liberal Multiculturalism as Political Philosophy,” The Monist, no.1 
(2012): 14

host-society thus, concluding a mode of integration48.

53  Tariq Madood, “Multiculturalism, Citizenship and cultural identity,” Open Democracy, 
May 16, 2007, accessed September 22, 2019, https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/multicultural-
ism_4627jsp/

Multiculturalism and Integration

Figure 29. Image showing successful multicultural space of China-town in New York Figure 30. Image showing successful multicultural space of Brick Lane in East London, England.

Figure 31. Image of multicultural space and local social cohesion (Image by author)
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Architecture and migrancy can be thought out to be the cultural inter-
ventions that have been set out in contemporary cities such as Chi-
natown, Brick-lane and many others such as the Vietnamese gardens 
in Melbourne. In his novel, Drifting – Architecture and Migrancy, 
Stephen Cairns explains that these examples are the “architectural 
clichés”49 of the cultures carried out, and have been deemed as a 
successful urban planning strategy that brings in tourist revenue and 
exposure. Immigrants who have migrated to these contemporary cit-
ies have created revenue by setting up urban intrusions, into the cities 
fabric. The spaces are formed through intense decisions of “choice 
and constraint’50 that is incorporated into everyday life. Sociologist, 
Michel Laguerre coins these interventions as contemporary “ethnopo-
lis” and are described to function like an “urban portal”51 that estab-
lishes networks throughout other migrant groups, introducing them 
to other international locations. Due to the rise of foreign markets, 
certain contemporary cities looked to creating ethnopolis’ to attract 
foreign income. Cairns explains how different exotic architectural 
forms were tried out but were rejected by the migrant groups them-
selves. The real function of an “ethnopolis” should not be a strategy 

54  Jan C. Lin, “Los Angeles Chinatown: Tourism, Gentrification, and the Rise of an ethnic 
Growth Machine,” Amerasia Journal , no. 34 (2008): 11
55  Stephen Cairns, Drifting: Architecture and Migrancy (London, England: Routledge, 
2004), 18 
56  Michel S. Laguerre, The Global Ethnopolis: Chinatown, Japantown, and Manilatown in 
America Society (London, England: Palgrave Macmillan, 2000), 34

to attract foreigners but to display a sense of “home-land nostalgia”.52 

Migrancy is not just implementing an ethnopolis but has always been 
introduced un-consciously into other parts of the world. Through 
interventions such as coffee shops, sports clubs, florists, supermar-
kets and international schools, we see evidence of migrancy. This 
establishes a “shifting interval”53 between architecture and migrancy, 
proposing that these terms are not only achievable through cultural 
value means but also generic values. This is because migrancy always 
had its value within history. Therefore, migrancy should have a place 
in architecture and more. Both the migrant group and the colonial 
groups are explained to be “diverse population groups”54 who are 
on the move which should be explored through architecture. Archi-
tecture-by-migrants, therefore, paints an optimistic reality towards 
multi-culturalism, by not only relating to colonialism architecture but 
also delivers architecture “semiotics of the exotic”.55

Architecture always had mobile functions and always had a footprint 
in the migrancy process. It always had a hybrid nature that referenced 
the history of the traffic of people, goods, and architecture dating 
from the ancient Greek settlements. It seeks the arbitrariness of 
co-relating architecture with migrancy to be uncalled for. Architecture 

57  Cairns, Drifting: Architecture and Migrancy, 19
58  Cairns, Drifting: Architecture and Migrancy, 19
59  Cairns, Drifting: Architecture and Migrancy, 20
60  Cairns, Drifting: Architecture and Migrancy, 23

always had migrant activity resulting in many expressions, styles, and 
influences. Migrancy will never be stable, as individuals are usually 
not in control of their future and fate. However, wherever life takes 
them, migrants will continue to sustain romantic images of an ideal 
homeland condition for those at home and abroad.56 

Through Architecture and migrancy, Cairns demonstrates a suc-
cessful reality towards multiculturalism. Cairns explains the idea of 
Laguerres ethnopolis, highlighted through the idea of China town, 
and compares it to the idea of the regular coffee shop. It is evident 
that both of these interventions have had a history of migrancy. These 
two interventions are contributing to the same local economy while 
regulating their history of migration/identity. This further supports the 
idea of this project, where Refugees will be seen in the same light as 
the concept of China-town and the coffee shop. The project will see 
a space where Refugees will maintain their identity while occupying 
space and contributing to the local economy. This will display a sense 
of equality between the Refugees and the locals, exactly the way it 
is produced between China-town and the regular coffee shop. The 
ability to acquire equal rights and contribute to society will further 
help Refugees feel integrated into society. Locals will interpret this as 
a sense of equality, accepting Refugees as a part of society.

61  Cairns, Drifting: Architecture and Migrancy, 24

Architecture for Migrants

Figure 32. Graph showing activity of migrancy bringing integration (Graph by author).
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In Manuel Herz’ book, From Camp to City: Refugee Camps of the 
Western Sahara, Herz writes about the constant changes made in 
refugee camps. These changes are not being made by the government 
or the UNHCR, but by the occupants themselves. The Refugees have 
formulized a “space of exception”57, where unusual nodes of normal-
ity are practiced in a place of abnormality. This refers to the Refugees 
living in misery, within a space of security and is, therefore, causing 
the drastic change in physical shape. This could perhaps suggest that 
architecture for Refugees could just be more than Refugee camps.

Permanence in camps is seen as adverse but plays a huge role in how 
Refugees live their life.58 Physical changes are made to camps by 
Refugees to carry out day to day activities and work. Subconsciously, 
Refugees are normalizing camp life and seem to be navigating this 
abnormality into the normality. The concept of emergency is slowly 
fading away bringing a decrease in government control. It shows that 
architecture, in fact, plays a huge role in what was a huge political 
problem.59

The concept of temporary and permanence and “space of exception” 
can be discussed along the lines of Mark Rakatansky’s paper Why 
architecture is neither here or there. Rakatansky refers to Martin 

62  Manuel Herz eds., From Camp to City: Refugee Camps of the Western Sahara (Baden, 
Switzerland: Lars Muller Pulishers, 2013), 17
63  Herz, From Camp to City: refugee camps of the Western Sahara, 18
64  Herz, From Camp to City: refugee Camps of the Western Sahara, 18

Heidegger, who mentions the idea behind canny and uncanny aspects 
to a dwelling in his essay ‘Building, dwelling, drifting”.60 This idea is 
further discussed in his earlier work ‘Being and Time’, where he ex-
plains the canny refers to the homeliness and the uncanny referring to 
the physical notion of ‘not at home’61. However, critical theorist Homi 
K. Bhaba argues that these two aspects go hand in hand with the 
terms ‘dwelling’ and ‘migrancy’. In his essay ‘Halfway house’, Bhaba 
defines the concept of dwelling not in two poles, but an intermixing 
of both ‘disorientation and relocation, ‘estrangement and engagement’ 
and ‘accommodation and ambivalence’62. He argues that these terms 
are of a hybrid nature that should express the constant negotiation for 
one another. He uses this analysis to explain the justification of local 
and global, as well as ‘native culture and migrant culture’63. 

This underlines the fact that Refugees and migrants should form a 
hybridity of architecture with local and native, as their contradictions 
help to decrease the ‘authoritarian and nationalist gaze’64. This hybrid 
requires not only the inclusion of migrants and Refugees but also the 
mimicking aspects of local architecture, which would help balance 

65  Mark Rakatansky, “Why Architecture is Neither Here nor There,” in Drifting: Architecture 
and Migrancy, ed. Stephen Cairns (London, England: Routledge, 2004), 99
66  Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. And ed. John Macquarrie & Edward Robinson 
(London: Blackwell Publishers ltd, 1962), 189
67  Homi K. Bhaba, “Halfway House,” Artforum International, no. 35.9 (1997): 11, https://
www.artforum.com/
68  Bhaba, “Halfway House,” 
69  Bhaba, “Halfway House,”

the normality with an abnormality in refugee camps. Bhaba’s concept 
can be used to break through the idea of “space of exception”. This 
means to form a space find Refugees and the host country relieves 
each other’s stresses, forming a possibility of change. 

Hybridity of Architecture

Figure 33. Graph showing hybridity between migrants and local architecture to achieve integra-
tion (Graph by author).
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Should the refugee camp be more than saving lives? In Manuel Herz’ 
book, From Camp to City: Refugee Camps of the Western Sahara, 
Herz questions the urban qualities of the typical Refugee rchitec-
ture. The typical camp is constantly changing over-time through its 
physical qualities, and the occupants are the reason for this change.65 
The camp follows a conventional fit-out for shelter, but the Refugees 
are changing that day by day. The local culture that is manifesting in 
these camps suggests an urbanity about this situation.66 

In this original layout, we see that Refugees have created neighbour-
hoods, urban cultures, and fashions making a statement and overall 
changes in the environment. Urban geographer David Harvey, says 
that the changes in the environment make it readily possible for these 
Refugees to abandon and accommodate the site.67 He also claims that 
to find urban qualities, we must look through the camp in the lens of 
an urbanist. 

A camp is usually restricting in terms of gaining responsibility and 
independence, hence why it may not be known as urban, or possess 
urban qualities. But for millions of Refugees, these camps are the 
very first living examples of an urban environment.68 These camps 

70  Herz, From Camp to City: refugee Camps of the Western Sahara, 16
71  Herz, From Camp to City: refugee Camps of the Western Sahara, 16
72  David Harvey, “The Right to the City,” International Journal of Urban and Regional 
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have functioned as an “urban transformer”69 for most Refugees and 
have transformed their lifestyles from a rural context to an urban one. 
Refugee camps can be seen for being “motors of urbanization”70, 
where they are set up for life in new urban environments such as ma-
jor cities. However, the strict standardizations of shelter and security 
is what limits these camps from becoming a successful urban envi-
ronment. Therefore, camps should look into preparing and developing 
a way to prepare the population for the urban life found after camps.71 

Architecture for Refugees is normally restricted to the thought of 
refugee camps and nothing more.72 These refugee camps are used as 
bio-political responses to the Refugee crisis. The architecture is lim-
ited to the basic need of shelter and often strips the occupant to live 
a basic and bare lifestyle.73 This includes being heavily controlled by 
the government in terms of resources and security. 

Researcher, Michel Agier has argued that refugee camps are in a 
limbo between humanitarian spaces and cities and expresses the diffi-
culty of researching further on its urban qualities.74 Anthropology pro-

74  Herz, From Camp to City: refugee Camps of the Western Sahara, 16
75  Herz, From Camp to City: refugee Camps of the Western Sahara, 16
76  Romola Sanyal, “Urbanizing Refuge: Interrogating Spaces of Displacement,” Interna-
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77  Cairns, Drifting: Architecture and Migrancy, 20
78  Sanyal, “Urbanizing Refuge: Interrogating Spaces of Displacement”, 12
79  Michel Agier, On the Margins of the World: The Refugee experience today,” (Cambridge, 

fessor, Liisa Malkki however disagrees and believes developing the 
urban qualities of camps could create an outcome to its limbo-ness.75 
People tend to criticize spaces of its urbanity when in reality, spaces 
should be criticised on its urban qualities.76 In Nigel Thrift and Ash 
Amins book, Cities: Reimagining the Urban, the authors argue that 
“cities are neither static geographies, nor are their subjects, networks 
or processes easily theorized as a whole”77. 

Refugees most likely come from cities and prefer to go to cities for a 
better work opportunity and a better lifestyle. It also allows them to 
stay far away from potential conflict. Some Refugees have expressed 
to move to bigger cities to prevent falling into the refugee popula-
tion.78

UK: Polity Press, 2008), 41
80  Liisa Malkki, “News From Nowhere: Mass Displacement and Globalized ‘Problems of 
Orgaisation’,” Ethnography, no. 3 (2002): 2, https://doi.org/10.1177/146613802401092797
81  Herz, From Camp to City: refugee Camps of the Western Sahara, 19
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2002), 32
83  Sanyal, “Urbanizing Refuge: Interrogating Spaces of Displacement”, 12

An Urban Problem

Figure 34. Graph showing the breakup of spaces due to urbanity (Graph by author).
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LIMBO
- an uncertain situation that you cannot control and in which there is no progress or improvement

HOME COUNTRY OF 
REFUGE

RESETTLEMENT

Figure 23. Graph of Limbo, (graph by Nayla Hossain)

Grbac believes an urban dissection to this camp could bring a place 
where “certain rights and freedoms are actualized and regained”82. In 
Liette Gilberts chapter, Right to the city: politics of Citizenship, Gil-
bert writes how reimaging a camp will bring issues based on political 
action and social relations rather than institutional authority and pow-
er. Refugees will feel more confident in changing their environment 
and authorize themselves to become owners of their own space.

87  Peter Grbac, “Civitas, Polis and Urbs: Reimagining the refugee camp as the city,” 
University of Oxford, October, 2013, accessed September 20, 2019, https://www.refworld.org/
pdfid/55c9f3504.pdf

Camps should be investigated in the ways they develop their urbani-
sation. What were the qualities that changed the refugee camp, from 
an architecture of basic shelter to an urban one? The spatial and po-
litical changes within the camp would help to understand the current 
urban politics of the situation. 

Refugee spaces should not just be seen as spaces of political sym-
bols but also strategic tools for negotiations, as shown by how they 
negotiate their physical environments. Refugee spaces should not 
be classified as irrelevant, especially when they’re formed to make 
political ends and are constantly changing every day.79 Unfortunately, 
camps are often seen as physical reminders of conflict and war to the 
wider international community, when in reality Refugees are ready 
to change that idea every day. Government bodies continue to restrict 
urban services to camps and Refugees, therefore pushing Refugees 
into building their own infrastructure and finding means of main-
taining them.80 But in this unfortunate environment, together, Refu-
gees have formed spaces such as roads, ponds, clinics, markets, and 
schools to support the inner-community.81 

In Peter Grbac’s report, Civitas, Polis, and Urbs: Reimagining the 
refugee camp as the city, Grbac argues the idea of refugee camps as 
an urban space. By referencing Henri Lefebvre’s La Droit a la vile, 

84  Herz, From Camp to City: refugee Camps of the Western Sahara, 16
85  Huynh, Emergency Urbanism: Designing Refugee camps in Jordan, 15
86  Janmyr, Protecting Civilians in Refugee Camps: Unable and Unwilling States,9 Figure 35. Graph explaining limbo (Graph by author).
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This project discussed the ideas of urbanity to help form a path of 
architecture that can transform them for a new environment. The pre-
vious section highlights the urban qualities within the typical refugee 
architecture. It shows that Refugees are further trying to acquire a 
sense of place during a period of transition, but are spatially prevented 
to do so. It should provide an architecture that prevents limbo-ness.

The spatial organisation within the architecture prevent Refugees 
from gaining work and integrating. They are forced to make a liv-
ing out of an environment that is unsustainable for them to live and 
progress further. This supports the idea that camps and future refugee 
architecture are considered urban design problems. Camps and Refu-
gee design in general should be more than residential strategies, and 
focus on preparing the Refugees for the future. Camps should be seen 
as machines of urbanism, where Refugees are transformed to attain 
independence and stability. It should look into strategies of socio-cul-
tural and psychological-focused design to allow Refugees to establish 
a sense of independence. Therefore, Refugee architecture should be 
demontrating the idea od being a “machine of urbanism”.

By reviewing these pieces of literature, this project will absorb the so-
cial and psychological needs of the refugee hile being inclusive of the 
wider community. The project will offer spaces that will help Refugees 
gain work, achieve social-cohesion and prepare for their life in the 
new urban environment.

Summary of an Urban issue

Figure 36. Image showing commercial strip in Zaatari Refugee camp made by the need of urban 
spaces.

Figure 37. Image showing Refugees making spaces for education. Figure 38. Image showing Refugees making sommunity and meeting spaces.
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Refugee architecture, in general, lack social spaces and are only 
focused on the sheltering aspects. Refugees are slowly developing 
communal spaces within the these typical refugee spaces to create a 
sense of community. It is apparent that camp designers lose focus of 
its socio-cultural and interior space because camps are intended to 
be temporary spaces. Professor of Interior Architecture, Rana Abu-
dayyeh believes the interior spaces play a role in identity, which “car-
ries the code of everyday life and formulates the backdrop for spatial 
memories”83. These social spaces are important not only towards 
Refugees but the public. It can help create connections and further 
help to adapt Refugees into the local context.

This section is looked into in terms of creating a socio-cultural archi-
tecture for Refugees in the host community of Mangere-East. It draws 
connections to how the Refugees and the wider community can come 
together to prevent ideas of isolation and discrimination.

When planning camps, the host community should look at incorpo-
rating shared social spaces, not just within the camp. These spaces 
should consider design requirements which are flexible, gender and 
age friendly84. Buildings for Refugees should be similar to the sur-
rounding context in terms of planning and design to avoid alienation, 
stigma and ghetto developments. Design standards only relating to 
housing are said to lead to additional problems, such as difficulty in 

88  Abudayyeh, “Dynamic Landscapes, Emergeing territories,”,12
89  Paola Ardizzola, “A shelter is not enough: A pattern for Refugees social life,” Aalvar 
Aalto, September 14, 2017, accessed September 20, 2019, https://www.alvaraalto.fi/content/
uploads/2017/08/arizzola_paola_cayi_esin_bolukbas_soyek_begum_www.pdf

adapting to the environment. The design should look at making spac-
es more socially and economically balanced. Common spaces help 
to coerce occupants into socializing and coming to an agreement for 
equally sharing the space. More so, common spaces diminish the idea 
that Refugees are social and economic burdens. The call for common 
spaces is tackled with a “neo-liberal”85 approach to typical refugee 
camp and spaces. 

When creating these social spaces, it is important to include Refugees 
in the design process. Refugees would be able to showcase their skills 
and voice their social needs e.g. first aid centre, common laundries 
or professional services. These requests will most likely be needed 
by the host community, and by seeing the input of Refugees, the host 
community will “come to an agreement”. This agreement will see the 
host community absorbing Refugees and their skills into their “local 
social fabric”86.

The previous section highlights the urban qualities within the typical 
refugee typology. It shows that Refugees are further trying to ac-
quire a sense of place during a period of transition, but are spatially 
prevented to do so. The spatial organisation within these typologies 
prevent Refugees from gaining work and integrating. They are forced 
to make a living out of an environment that is unsustainable for them 
to live and progress further. This supports the idea that camps and 

90  Herz, From Camp to City: refugee Camps of the Western Sahara, 19
91  Doina Petrescu and Kim Trogal eds., The Social (Re)Production of Architecture(London, 
UK: Taylor and Francis Publishing, 2017), 32

future refugee architecture are considered urban design problems. 
Camps and Refugee design, in general, should be more than resi-
dential strategies and focus on preparing the Refugees for the future. 
Camps should be seen as machines of urbanism, where Refugees are 
transformed to attain independence and stability. It should look into 
strategies of socio-cultural and psychological-focused design to allow 
Refugees to establish a sense of independence. This is relevant to this 
project as it is set in an urban society. 

By reviewing these pieces of literature, this project will absorb the 
social and psychological needs of the refugee to implement as part of 
the design. The project will offer spaces that will help Refugees gain 
work, achieve social-cohesion and prepare for their life in the new 
urban environment

Need for Social design

Figure 39. Image demonstrating successful social space in Queen Street Mall in Brisbane, 
Australia.

Figure 40. Image demonstrating the idea of social space to establish integrating Refugees into 
the local society (Image by author)
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The previous graph shows the largest arrivals by nationality from 
2018 to 2019. 

The graph helps to display the different backgrounds determined by 
religion, reason of refugee status, national food item and number of 
arrivals

The previous sections of context research demonstrate the multicul-
turalism and diversity apparent within Refugee populations. This 
graph frames the different needs and reasons of the largest national-
ities who have arrived in New Zealand in the past year. This graph 
does not demonstrate the nationalities that arrive in New Zealand 
every year as it changes due to specific situations.

This helps to explore and determine refugee-friendly spaces in the 
project. It will help bring awareness to the background of Refugees as 
well as pose an opportunity for Mangere-East to get a taste of cultures 
of the Refugees. 

Refugee Demographic

Figure 41. Graph demonstrating Refugee demographic of the 6 largest arrival groups in New 
Zealand, from 2018-2019 (Graph by author)
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Food is an important component of this graph because it helps Ref-
ugees form a connection within themselves, as well as the host-com-
munity. 

Refugees in New Zealand are often struggling to find jobs due to the 
lack of speaking English and lack of outside connections. Setting up 
food stalls of different cultures can create connections between the 
local people and also offer strategies of gaining revenue for Refugees 
who are struggling to find jobs. 

Cooking food and preparing in front of locals can establish a sense 
of confidence, potential and a sense of identity. It can possibly access 
them to professional opportunities. An emotional transaction will be 
formed, as Refugees serve the wider community, while the commu-
nity sees who are benefitting them. Refugees will acquire a sense of 
authority in a place of majority. 

Figure 29. Image of Refugee food festival, (image by UNHCR)

Figure 32. Image of Mr Aldeen at Culture Cuts, (Image from Stuff.co.nz) Figure 33. Image of Mul Alnaser for Needs More Cushions, (Image from Stuff.co.nz)

Food as Integration Refugee Employment

Aldeen escaped war and persecution from Syria in 2014. He arrived in 
New Zealand in 2016 and immediately struggled to resettle due to language 
barriers and lack of connections. Aldeen worked as a barber back in Syria, 
and later became an upholsterer until the war began. After sometime, Aldeen 
gained volunteering opportunities as an assistant barber in Auckland to learn 
the techniques of hairdressing in New Zealand. He eventually built a client 
base and ventured to open his own barbershop. He has now opened a second 
shop in Dunedin and has been employing other Refugees to support their 
resettlement process.

Mohammad Saad Aldeen - Owner/Barber at Culture Cuts in Dunedin Mul Alnaser - Seamstress at Needs More CushionsRefugee Food Festival - Global Event

Muna Alnaser was a seamstress in Syria before the Syrian War began. 
She has since been resettled in Wellington with her 5 daughters and 
now works as a seamstress for a local business. Alnaser has expressed 
the struggle of adapting to kiwi life but has since found comfort and 
stability through work. Alnaser’s work has since provided her with 
English learning classes, which has impacted greatly into her resettle-
ment journey.

Figure 42. Image displays the Refugee Food Festival to help integrate Refugees into society by 
cooking cultural dishes for the public

Figure 43. Image of former Refugee, Mohammad Saad Aldeen, owner and Barber of barber-
shop, Culture Cuts.

Figure 44. Image of Refugee, Muna Alnaser, a seamstress for Wellington textile company, Needs 
More Cushions
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Fort Street is used as a precedent because it is widely known for 
being a successful “shared space”. “Shared space” ensures a success-
ful interaction between the refugee group and the local community. 
The precedent helps to form a local design undersanding of a shared 
public space in Auckland. Fort Street is located in Central Auckland, 
off of Queen Street and Customs Street East. The regeneration of the 
street has resulted in successful foot traffic and increased economic 
growth within the surrounding businesses. 

The project of Fort Street included removing the priority of vehicles 
to prioritizing pedestrianism as it seemed more efficient for the site 
of Fort Street. This helped to establish pedestrian connectivity to the 
surrounding businesses. Open space allowed businesses to invest in 
outdoor seating spaces to attract pedestrians. Fort Street was pre-
viously known for having neglected and misused spaces such as 
alleyways that would be filled with parked vehicles and rubbish bins. 
It also included alleyways that were blocked from access to other 
streets. The street was selected to undergo a transformation in order to 
make it more user-friendly. 

Along with design strategies, furniture made of high quality materi-
als were also implemented around the street, which made the street 
more welcoming to passer-by’s and secures a connection between the 
occupants and the public.

The street removed kerbs and created a single level pavement across 
the whole street to create it into a shared space, which can be used by 
vehicles, pedestrians and for other activities single level pavement 
washes out the indication of carparks to create a safe circulation space 

for pedestrians. It also helps to show vehicles down and read road 
signs. This also allowed for more greenspace and vegetation which 
made the street more sustainable and attractive. The trees had a layer 
of permeable paving to re-use the collection of storm water on water-
ing the tree pits. The street was finally integrated into the surrounding 
street network.

PRECEDENTS

Figure 34. Image f Fort Street, (Image by Auckland Design Manual)

Fort Street in Auckland, NZ
Auckland Council
2009-2013

Figure 45. Image of successful shared space on Fort Street

Figure 46. Image of Imperial Lane looking through Fort Street
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Baltic Station Market is used as a precedent for its qualities of being a 
town centre. The building is located in Tallinn, Estonia. The building 
sits on top of the main railway station, in a popular residential district. 
It almost acts like a gateway to the town.

The building was reconstructed from an existing train platform, in 
hopes of preserving the building but also develop it for the “hustle 
and bustle” of the area. The new building includes floor levels of 
contemporary market and new function spaces for the residents and 
tourists. 

The architectural features are made up limestone warehouse struc-
tures that include 2 storeys of market space on top of the train station. 
The building cuts into the ground and in section, one storey goes 
underground. The building maintains its unifying pitched roof which 
fits along the original size and shape of the existing building. 

The roof is canopied and open to make space for outdoor markets, 
where you can find outdoor kiosks and spaces allocated for small 
businesses.

Beside the outdoor market is another space made up of ramps, terrac-
es and shades used for eating and sitting spaces as well as a childrens 
playground. This space can be used for multifunctional purposes such 
as holding outdoor events, activities and small boutique cafes and 
stalls.

The building retains a linear axis that runs parallel to the train line 
underneath. It falls perfectly in circulation with the train station and 
also follows the axis of the surrounding town and buildings. 

Baltic Station Market in Tallinn, Estonia
KOKO Architects
2017

Figure 47. Image of the interior of Baltic Station market, demonstrating a successful market 
space to integrate and grow the local economy of Tallinn, Estonia

Figure 48. Image showing the spatial qualities of Baltic Station Market that sits above the train 
station of the town, providing access to passangers.
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This is used an urban precedent for its function. The City of Gar-
dens in Finland is a redesign of an industrial area. The site was 
transformed into a new city contained 5000 new homes, 200 new 
workplaces and a new educational campus. The city was in need of 
a regeneration after the fall of the industrial site, it was in need of a 
vibrant workplace and lifestyle. 

The project was built on an existing heritage site of the industrial 
area. This included the linearity of paths and the site itself, as well 
as the 20th century red brick factory forms. The forms overtook the 
whole of the site, which led to a lot of misused and neglected public 
spaces formed about it. The project replaced this site with residential 
buildings and more shared green space that felt inviting into the site. 

The layout follows a cluster shape with different layers of activity. 
The outer layer of the site is an inter-connected garden that surrounds 
the site. The inner layer is the business-focused plaza that is sur-
rounded by a street-scape. The plaza includes courtyards that “take up 
its own identity”. One courtyard establishes the residential blocks and 
the other establishing the education and business blocks.

City of Gardens Masterplan in Finland - Competition
Shauman and Nordgren Architects - 2017

Figure 49. Image showing plan process of The City of Gardens including gardens, multifunc-
tional space and shared space. 

Figure 50. Image showing the public and social spaces of the masterplan
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These two precedents were used for form. The market and Exhibition 
are master plans and architecture made out of shipping containers. 
These examples were used as the Mangere-east site sits next to a 
shipping container management factory. 

The manifesto Market consists of container structures that have trans-
formed an empty Prague site into a market space. This was a regen-
eration project that wanted to create vibrant and permanent spaces 
for the city of Prague. This contemporary market aims to express the 
diversity of Prague by offering music concerts, cultural programmes 
and international food bars. The architects intend on collaborating 
with surrounding businesses to invest in more public shared space. 
The site was a former waste-land and “no-go” zone. It was previously 
misused and empty. The site was converted into a space that orien-
tates around the existing city, offering spaces for small businesses and 
local stalls bringing in economic gain and community connection.  

The Genussregal Exhibition is a centre in Austria. Brothers, Erich 
and Walter Polz intended to expand their wine business to include a 
vinotheque. The idea developed into a space that can showcase other 
small businesses in Styria, Austria. The aim of this idea was to pro-
mote national businesses around Styria and to create a more corpo-
rate-focused location.

Along with the architects, the site was called “Genussregal”, which 
opened more doors of communication with marketing and product 
development companies. The containers were used to make a state-
ment that containers were more than sources of storage. The contain-
ers were sourced locally and were provided as spaces for the site. It 

formed a connection between the shipping container company and the 
businesses of Genussregal. The layout of the containers resembles a 
large wine rack and each container contains a different type of busi-
ness e.g. winery, beer, oil, paint. It brings attention to the background 
of these businesses and how they’re produced out to the world. Due 
to the popularity of the new site, the architects introduced a gallery 
space that hold exhibitons of tasting products and other small food 
companies. It later integrated into a market space for the town.

Figure 51. Image showing the arrangements and form in respect to public space

Manifesto Market and Genussregal
BWM Artikten

Figure 52. Image showing container architecture and form through Genussregal
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The site needs to be located in a public area to be accessed by Refugees 
and the public. As highlighted through existing knowledge, the area 
had to have potential for certain functions that catered to the Refugees 
as well as shared public spaces. The site had to be of close proximity to 
urban locations that included public amenities such as supermarkets, 
schools, offices and hospitals. One of the many factors of selecting a 
site was the availability of public transport. Public transport plays a 
key role as 85% of Refugees use it. 

This brief requires an expression of modes of integration in a place of 
diversity and identity. It should be inclusive of all backgrounds, Ref-
ugee or local that can come together and form a sense of community. 
This project will be inclusive of Refugees who have recently arrived 
to Refugees who have been settled and will be co-existing with the 
current Mangere refugee Resettlement centre. Refugees in the 6 week 
programme will be able to feel safe and form abilities of adaptability

SITE ANALYSIS
Site Selection and Brief 
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During the first few stages of design process, Parnell was looked into 
as a potential site. The site was looked into as it was located in the cen-
tral business district. The central business district proximity felt strong 
in terms of site selection. The site was located on Auckland domain 
which was of close proximity to Auckland Hospital, Auckland Univer-
isty, Parnel Road amenities and the public library. This site had access 
to a range of public transport and was sitatued in a very pedestri-
an-friendly area. The intention of this site was the fact it would bring 
public recognition to the background of Refugees, and the functions 
of this project sat well along the Auckland museum.

This site soon proved to have difficulties fitting in with context. Public 
transport links from Mangere to Parnel were very weak which would 
eventually not work with the project. 

Working on this site bought the investigation of other sites. This 
project did not suit the location of the Auckland Domain, which 
resulted in finding sites that the project had a stronger influence on. 
It was considered a more unrealistic location for Refugees to travel as 
they prefer to travel closer to home for family reasons, and also to stay 
closer to the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre.

Site Investigation

Suburb proximity of site:

- Auckland Hospital

- Auckland Univeristy

- Parnell Road

- Auckland War Memorial Museum and Auckland Domain

- Central Business District

- Newmarket Westfield

- Auckland Harbour

- Motorways

Figure 53. Image showing Site Investigation on Auckland Domain (Image by author, adapted by 
GISmaps)
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The chosen site of this project is located in Mangere-East. The site sits 
on the main Road of Massey road and sits right next to the site of the 
Mangere refugee Resetttlement Centre. This site was chosen because 
of the needs of Refugees along with the needs of Mangere-East. The 
Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centres facilities are very isolated 
from the main road, which makes the rest of Mangere-East oblivious 
to the centre. Due to the isolation, Refugees feel intimidated to walk 
on the main road. The different strengths and weaknesses of this site 
projects the need of this project to be influenced on it. This project 
would hence integrate the Refugees into their local surrounding of 
Mangere-East, as well as respond to the wider communities needs.

The site sits on an existing town-centre which is currently neglected 
and misused for vehicles. This site can be transformed to focus on pe-
destrian-friendly walkways and interactive greenspace. It will provide 
work oppurtunities for Refugees and the surrounding community, as 
well as include spaces for interaction. This will bring awareness of the 
background of Refugee populations and will help Refugees find com-
fort in their host community. Inclusivity of both the Refugees and the 
wider community ensures a bond of equality and balance. 

Chosen Site - Mangere East

- - - - - - - ------------
--

- -
- - - -

1000 mm

Figure 54. Image showing Site Investigation on Auckland Domain (Image by author, adapted by 
GISmaps)
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The site is located in Mangere East, one of the largest suburbs that lies 
in South Auckland. Mangere is known for housing one of the largest 
communities that include 80% of the population originating from 
the Pacific Islands. Mangere-East is connected to other suburbs such 
as Mangere, Mangere-Bridge and Favona, for its rich volcanic soil 
components. The soil provided perfect conditions to develop farms for 
food production and market gardens for the suburb of Mangere. 
Mangere is known to located Auckland International Airport, which 
started operating in the late 1960’s. This suburb was soon coined as 
the gateway to and from New Zealand. The large pacific island pop-
ulation groups arrived throughout the 1950s and 1960s, looking for 
work in industrial sites all over Auckland. 
The suburb today is known as one of Auckland’s multi-cultural 
suburbs. Most residents of Mangere enjoy staying in the area due to 
family connections and its strong historical background. The coastal 
locations help with health, well-bring and social cohesion of the com-
munity, and the close proximity of the international airport is widely 
favoured. 

Suburb proximity of site:

- Mangere Town Centre

- Otahuhu Town centre

- Mangere Bridge shops

- Papatoetoe Town Centre

- Mangere Mountain

- Mt Wellington Mountain

- Manukau Harbour Inlet

- Southern Motorway 20

Mangere East

Figure 55. Image showing Site features of the proposed site (Image by author, adapted by GIS-
maps)
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The particular site for is project is located on 251 Massey Road, in 
Mangere-East. Massey Road provides access onto the southern mo-
torway and stretches from the suburb of Mangere to Otahuhu. It is 
known as Mangere-Easts main road. Mangere-East is significantly a 
residential zone but also consists of Middlemore Hospital, Kings Col-
lege and De La Salle Boys School. Massey Road consists of the major 
developments of the suburb, but is also very scattered. The suburb 
does not have a major town centre, but a small one next to the Man-
gere Refugee Resettlement centre. Otahuhu and Mangere are the main 
town centres that cater to the people of Mangere-East. Massey Road is 
known for housing Massey homestead, a historical building that was 
built in approximately 1853. The building was purchased by Manukau 
City council and is often used as a community and cultural centre. 
Other developments on Massey Road and overall Mangere-East 
include industrial sites to the north of the suburb, connecting into 
Favona. There is very little of commercial zones in the suburb.

The main town centre of the suburb sits in between the industrial site 
and Massey Road. It is divided by Savill drive. The town is approxi-
mately 2 hectares and includes a number of restaurants, as well as a 
laundromat, medical clinic and Caltex petrol Station. The site has a 
lot of car parking facilities which can easily be considered as neglect-
ed or misused space. A pick-a-part car yard is located to the north of 
the site and contains a misused site towards the train line. The areas 
around the train line are neglected and filled with amounts of rubbish. 

Massey Road

Figure 56. Image showing features of the main road in respect to the proposed site (Image by 
author, adapted by GISmaps)
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Mangere-East is also home to the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Cen-
tre, which was operating from 1987. The previous resettlement centre 
was arranged through the re-use of old army barracks, which was 
deemed too unsustainable of a space for the growing Refugee quota. 
The resettlement centre finally transformed and opened in June 2016, 
and included more accommodation blocks along with a communal 
kitchen, hall, classrooms, playground and offices. There was also new 
greenspace proposed along with the transformation. But the site is ac-
cessed through a long driveway which is hardly seen on Massey Road. 
The site is further isolated from the main road and other facilities of 
Mangere-East. A large shipping container company surrounds the 
resettlement centre. There is a large amount of greenspace around the 
back area of the site, including a kindergarten. 
For this project, The Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre will be 
proposed as a complete residential site for the Refugees as this re-
search project will be looking into a site that will implement refugee 
services. 

Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre

Figure 57. Image showing Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre in respect to the proposed site 
(Image by author, adapted by GISmaps)
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Figure 58. Image showing the previous Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre plan (image by 
author, adapted by GISmaps)

Figure 59. Image showing Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre after its transformation in 
2016 (Image by author, adapted by GISmaps)
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Strengths: 
The strentghs of this site includes the proximity to the Mangere Ref-
ugee Resettlement Centre. Others include proximity to schools and 
Middlemore Hospital. The site is very central to the suburb of Man-
gere-East and includes walk-ways to other developments.

Weaknesses:
The site is in need of a regeneration, as its considered Mangere-Easts 
town-centre. The programmes on site are very limited and run-down. 
There are a lot of empty lots and empty space on site that the oc-
cupants use to provide space for rubbish. The site had a number of 
parked cars that belonged to the neighbours. 

The site is in need of strong public transport connections that can help 
Refugees and the local public 

Oppurtunities:
opportunities include transforming the exisitng site and regenerating 
it. The unused and misused spaces can be transformed into spaces that 
would provide for the community. This leaves more rooms for more 
needs that cater to Refugees and the local community.

Other opportunities include using the site as a barrier between resi-
dential and industrial zones. The regeneration of the site will not just 
impact those of the residential area but also those of the industrial 
zones.

Threats:
Threats on this site include the misuse of spaces. The different empty 
spots on the site are used for dumping rubbish and storage of the sur-
rounding businesses. The threats also include the unecessary move-
ment of vehicles through the site to get to Savill Drive. 

Other minor threats include the zoning of this site. It sits in between 
the residential and industrial zones. This means there is a wide mov-
ment of trucks and wide-load carrying vehicles.

SWOT Analysis

Figure 60. Image showing the existing state of the proposed site (image by author, adapted by 
GISmaps)
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This section is important because the variation of this project is 
new to not only to this specific suburb, but the whole of Auckland 
and New Zealand. The Mangere advocacy plans are used to discuss 
the needs of Mangere-East, which includes infrastructure. The plan 
involved the input of local clubs and organisations to attain their view 
on the necessities of Mangere-East.

The local plan of 2017 highlights the important factors of improv-
ing Mangere-East along with the other Mangere suburbs. Refugees 
should be inclusive of the needs of Mangere to implment their skills 
on making their host community a better place.

The plan highlights:

- Issues with infrastructure

- Encourages community input

- Community participation in design development

- Improvement for community participation

PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT
Mangere-East Needs 

Figure 61. Graph showing Mangere-Easts needs (Image by author)
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Green space in accordance to project site:
This section discusses the importance of public park and reserves of 
Mangere-East. The citizens believe it is an essential part of the suburb 
to allow safe activity spaces for children, and allow provide leisure 
spaces for the elderly. The Mangere Community board voices the 
development of user-friendly public walkways for access and partici-
pation. They also voice the need for safety and disability audits along 
kerbs. Kerb in Mangere-East lack inclusion of cyclists and mobili-
ty scooters, as they are too steep which causes difficulty for people 
navigating prams, mobility bikes and wheelchairs. Kerbing should 
be increased along Mangere-East for the use of access and to create 
outdoor spaces for local businesses. This will attract the public to 
use the open space for interaction and leisure space. This will bring 
economic gain to businesses which will help the business economy of 
Mangere-East. The board mentions the input of local primary schools 
in maintaining greenspace, by playing a part in tree planting in and 
around Mangere-East parks and reserves. This will bring attention 
to the importance of greenspace. Due to imbalance of infrastructure, 
there is a need for green space.
Green space can also be used as therapy space for Refugees. The pro-
ject will look into implementing a garden for Refugees to grow their 
own vegies and take charge of what they grow and maintain. The gar-
den will be open to members of the public and will be used as a main 
food source for local businesses, that including Refugee businesses.

Figure 50. Sketches of Greenspace, (Image by Nayla Hossain)

Green Public Space

Figure 62. Image exploring greenspace on proposed site of Mangere-East, responding to the 
needs of the Refugees and the suburb (Image by author)
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Community spaces in accordance to project site:
Mangere-East strongly supports more community-based spaces, these 
include community centres, public spaces and other that can hold 
large events. The community of Mangere-East is widely multicultural 
which makes the area distinctive. Cultures and events are celebrated 
in forms of dances, music, art and food.  The suburb supports the cele-
bration of different diversities and voices the need to groom places for 
future events. There is to be more places that offer rates and rents for 
local organisations to hire the spaces for meeting, events etc…
This design would look into celebrating the community’s diversity as 
well as the Refugees diversity in one area. This produces a sense of 
identity and character. Community spaces help to bring inclusion and 
social cohesion between groups. Community spaces can also rovide as 
a space of connection between the Refugee group and the local com-
munity, leading to local integration.

There is a serious growth of population in Mangere-East. Public trans-
port is highly favoured in this area of Manukau due to the high-con-
gestion of traffic that occurs in South Auckland. Transport can be 
improved through investments of cycling routes, bus lanes and other 
access points. The public transport will be accessed by the wider com-
munity and the Refugees. A majority of Refugees use public transport 
to get around as they are unable to afford the fuel costs and mainte-
nance of a car. By offering other modes of transport, the community 
will find it easier to travel through public transport and will decrease 
the dependency of cars.

Community Spaces Public Transport

Figure 64. Image exploring stategies of community spaces in site (image by author)Figure 63. Image exploring community and market space on proposed site of Mangere-East, 
responding to the needs of the Refugees and the suburb (Image by author)

Figure 65. Image exploring the possibility of a train station/public transport on site (Image by 
author)
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Mangere-East is heavily dense with residential buildings. The build-
ings fall on the edge of main roads such as Massey Road. They are 
typically of 1 to 2-storey height and the local plan advises future 
buildings to respect this height standard. That calls for more low-rise 
buildings to fit with context and follow the local architecture of the 
place. The residential area is in an isolated cluster between the main 
Mangere town and the Otahuhu town centres, which are of 1.5 km 
distance. Through this research, the typical typologies of this suburb 
generate an opportunity for this project, as it has generated a lack of 
commercial infrastructure. This supports the project more into pro-
viding and designing a town-centre which can cater to Mangere-East.

The board discusses the need for more services at town-centres. 
Mangere-East town centre beside Savill Drive includes a small general 
practise but calls for more services for local schools to access. This 
includes accident and more medical services including services for 
out-patients. This will work better with the projects site location as 
health is an issue for those at the Mangere Refugee Resettlement entre. 
The town centre is also in need of other facilities such as therapy 
and dental services. Centres are important to upgrade. The existing 
town centre is very rundown and houses small businesses that have 
had a stable income. Town centres should be growing and catering 
to the wider community. It provides opportunities and services to its 
community and is overall used as a hub to voice opinions, therefore 
reflecting the character and attributes of the surrounding community.
The idea of a town-centre next to the Mangere Refugee Resettlement 
Centre can provide opportunities of work and employment to strug-
gling Refugees in the centre. Spatially allowing them to integrate.

Public developments to raise local economy Respectful of Residential Site

Figure 66. Image exploring developments and retail spaces on proposed site of Mangere-East, 
responding to the needs of the Refugees and the suburb (Image by author)

Figure 67. Image exploring circulation on existing site (Image by author, adapted by GISmaps)
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This section will discuss the different functions that will be implemented in design. Function plays a critical role in this project because it determines the 
services that cater to Refugees and Mangere-East. The functions need to highlight their needs and the methods that have been discussed throughout this 
project. These functions will help Refugees integrate into society as well as aid Mangere-East’s local economy.

Majority of the services and communal functions from the Mangere Refugee Resettlment Centre will be transferred into this project. Bringing this 
functions out in the public will help raise awareness of the Refugee situation and will help Refugees to gain confidence to ask for services in public. For 
Mangere-East, it will offer extra support in providing services for Massey Road and rest of the suburb.

Functions for Refugees:

- Refugee services: Local support for Refugees during 6-week  

 programme

- Medical/dental centre

- RASNZ: Providing Refugees with therapy

- Redcross: Government body for Refugees

- New Zealand immigration

- Multifunctional hall: Space that can be hired out for different  

 Refugee groups

- Classrooms: For english classes

- Garden: To provide produce for the Refugee businesses

- Therapy space: Private meditation space for Refugees

Functions catering to Refugees and wider community:

- Gym

- Train station

- Entertainment space

- Community hall: hired out for local community

- Laundry

- Café

- Retail spaces

- Market space/urban corridor

- greenspace

Programme Study
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Circulation of these spaces were very dependent on the surrounding 
context. This particular area is condensed in between the residential 
sector and the industrial sector. The site is cut almost in half by Savill 
Drive, which is mainly accessed by large container trucks and other 
industrial vehicles. It would be appropriate if the site acted as a barrier 
that separates the residential from the industrial. 
The circulation determines the amount of space formed for the func-
tions and how the functions will be set out on site.

DESIGN APPROACH
Circulation Study

Figure 68. Image exploring circulation on existing site (Image by author, adapted by GISmaps)
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Figure 69. Image exploring circulation on existing site (Image by author, adapted by GISmaps) Figure 70. Image exploring circulation on existing site (Image by author, adapted by GISmaps)
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Masterplan and Massing

Figure 71. Image exploring circulation on existing site (Image by author, adapted by GISmaps) Figure 72. Image exploring potential masterplan and regeneration on the existing site (Image by 
author)
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Hybrid theory on Project

1. Mangere Eats 
needs

2. Refugees needs 3. Form hybrid 4. Refine

5. Implement Site
details

6. Refine towards 
Site

7. Implement 
chosen programmes

8. Refine and 
propose

Figure 73. Image exploring a hybridity between the Refugee group and Mangere-East commu-
nity (Image by author)
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Exploration of existing forms on Site

Figure 74. Image exploring a hybridity between the Refugee group and Mangere-East commu-
nity (Image by author)
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Through the function and circulation studies, it was important to 
highlight the different hierarchy of spaces. The services catering to 
majority Refugees were made private for the comfort of Refugees, 
which had to differentiate from the rest of the other functions. Sav-
ill Drive made the masterplan more challenging as it automatically 
broke up the plan. This however, set up an opportunity to create two 
different zones of function spaces. The two-zoned plan demonstrates a 
Roles-Reversed concept within the plan. 
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Roles-Reversed Concept

Zone One Zone Two
Zone One consists of programmes catering to Refugees that are pro-
vided by the locals and the public.

Zone Two consists of the rest of the programmes which will employ 
Refugees to gain work experience.

Figure 75. Image of exisitng site in respect to the proposed masterplan (image by author) Figure 76. Image of proposed masterplan with roles-reversed concept (image by author)
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Explored Market and
train stationsExploration of Independency

Figure 77. Image of proposed masterplan with highlighted train station for independency 
(image by author)

Figure 78. Image of proposed train station showing socio-cultural factors of site (image by 
author)
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Figure 66. Site plan of explored communal space, (Image by Nayla Hossain) Figure 67. Render of explored communal space, (image by Nayla Hossain)

Explored greenspace
on plan

Exploration of Psychological space

Figure 79. Image of proposed masterplan highlighting proposed greenspace for psychological 
design (image by author)

Figure 80. Image of proposed greenspace for psychological design (image by author)
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Exploration of Community space

Explored communal
space

Figure 81. Image of proposed masterplan highlighting communal space for more community 
spaces bringing social cohesion (image by author)

Figure 82. Image of proposed communal space for more community spaces bringing social 
cohesion (image by author)
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Exploration of Architectural Forms
Mangere 
Buildings

Mangere East
Residential

Mangere East
context

Figure 83. Image of exploring materiality and form around the existing site (image by author)
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Study through Sectional Views

Figure 84. Image of exploring through section to play between public and private spaces (image 
by author)
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This research project investigates how architecture can help integrate 
Refugees, in the society of Mangere-East. The explorations of this 
research not only caters to Refugees but also explores the possibility 
of connecting the wider community of Mangere-East with the refugee 
community of Mangere. Although this research project looks at ac-
commodating Refugees, it also caters for the needs of wider commu-
nity of Mangere- East. 

Mangere-East was chosen as the site for this project because it was 
necessary to connect the Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre with 
the town-centre designed to integrate Refugees into society. The site 
is also the main town-centre of Mangere-East, which demonstrated 
the potential of transforming it into a space that the community can 
depend on. This site was misused and neglected, hence supporting the 
need for a project that makes a mark on the site.

There was a current lack of refugee architecture and literature which 
resulted in looking at the Refugee resettlement process of New 
Zealand. The current centre includes a 6-week programme that helps 
Refugees with acquiring basic English skills and information on work 
and education. Through the study of the resettlement process, Refu-
gees expressed the need for more English classes as well as exposure. 
Refugees struggled to gain work due to poor English skills and no 
work experience. This research leads to the exploration of current 
refugee typologies that integrates them into society as well as help 
them to resettle. Due to the lack of existing architecture in the field 
designed to integrate Refugees in society, transitional and temporary 
refugee housing facilities were studied. 

These typologies discussed social and architectural issues that restrict 
the integration of Refugees. This includes issues related to politics, 
discrimination, and various spatial qualities. This began to define the 
scope, limitations and objectives of the project; what to design, what 
to avoid and what issues to address architecturally. 

The knowledge gained from the literature review and the study of 
Mangere Refugee Resettlement Centre supports an architectural 
approach which connects local community and with the refugee 
community of Mangere-East. The decision of including the wider 
community of Mangere, expanded the scale of this project, allowing 
it to cater for both communities. This introduces the Roles-reversed 
concept. The roles-reversed concept consists of two zones within the 
masterplan. Zone one includes programmes that cater to the Refugees 
and is serviced by locals. Whereas, zone two includes programmes 
that cater to the wider community and employs Refugees to gain 
work experience.

This concept helps to balance out the ‘roles’ of the two communities 
in one location. It supports the refugee community working along-
side the local community, thereby, establishing a programme where 
both groups collectively contribute to their society. This idea helps to 
achieve a sense of equality, leading to the integration of the refugee 
community within Mangere-East.

Introduction to Context Research:

CONCLUSION
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FINAL DESIGN

Proposed Axonometric of Project on Site on Massey Road, Mangere-East
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ZONE TWO - Render showing Market space and urban corridor
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